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Our country began pilot work of logistics distribution center since 1992 and
logistics industry developed rapidly since then. However, the existing problems and
development bottleneck of our country’s logistics industry become more and more
obvious at the same time and high operating cost is the major problem among them.
Although there have been many theory research achievements about related problems
of logistics transportation in our country, such as three-dimensional packing problem
and vehicle scheduling problem, researches combining real logistics stowage are quite
few. Since logistics stowage is a very important part in logistics transportation and a
good logistics stowage plan can save cost for third-party logistics enterprises,
therefore, the research in logistics stowage is of great significance.
With the expert knowledge and research actuality, a new logistics stowage
module based on heuristic strategy is proposed and a four-layered frame structure for
the module is designed in the paper. In the module, a waybill partition algorithm is
first proposed, which can effectively separate waybills of exclusive goods. Then, a
vehicle selection algorithm is proposed based on established optimization strategies
and experiences coming from manual work. The vehicle selection algorithm can
screens out vehicles which satisfy all the waybill constraints. At last, a greedy
simulated annealing algorithm is proposed, which is based on the heuristic algorithm
proposed by Zhang Defu. Compared with traditional three-dimensional packing
algorithms, GHSA algorithm fully considers the diversity of containers and it is more
suitable to the actual logistics stowage. And the module proves to be efficient through
experiment.
With the summary of the logistics stowage module and GHSA algorithm and
guided by related theories, a set of logistics dynamic transportation management
software is designed and developed. The software is a management platform which is














companies and it can solve the vehicle selection problem and logistics stowage
problem when the logistics companies start a waybill task. And with the help of GPS
system, it can monitor the vehicle in real time. This software also support the research
in GHSA algorithm.
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